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INTRODUCTION
World-wide multiplayer games present 
several scalability challenges for large-scale 
deployment. In recent years, significant 
research has been devoted to scaling in 
terms of number of players so that the same 
virtual world can accommodate larger 
number of simultaneous avatars. A possible 
solution is to use grid computing techniques 
for distribution of processing over a cluster 
or a distributed set of servers. Scalability 
with respect to geographical distribution of 
players is another challenge. Large 
geographical distances between players 
introduces propagation delays which are 
impossible to avoid. Without proper design, 
responsiveness of the application to user 
inputs is degraded even when there is 
abundant processing and network resources 
available to the game. Currently, most 
subscription based commercial massively 
multiplayer games, such as Dark Age of 
Camelot or Lineage II, deploy independent 
virtual worlds on different continents to 
reach their clients.
Geographical distribution of game servers 
with proper state synchronisation in overlay 
networks can help cope with propagation 
delay. Relevant publications are reported in
Paul Boustead
references [11, [2] . nd [3]
Game server distribution can be extended in 
the extreme towards a peer-to-peer situation 
where each player's machine becomes a
server itself. In this case, the same state 
synchronisation strategies as classic server 
distribution, which will be discussed here, 
can be used. However, specific issues to 
peer-to-peer game architectures [4][5) such as 
limitations in the users' access bandwidth 
and increased risks of cheating are outside 
the scope of this work.
This article first introduces, through simple 
examples, the notions of response time and 
paradoxes along with conservative and 
optimistic synchronisation techniques using 
local lag and timewarps. Next, we briefly 
present the distributed game simulator we 
developed and the methodology used for 
the simulations before presenting the two 
tailoring local lag techniques along with 
their associated simulations results.
AM INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE
This example illustrates the benefits and 
issues in distributing game servers. It defines 
the notions of response time, inconsistency, 
paradox, timewarp and local lag. Since this 
paper only considers latency and 
synchronisation issues, we assume no jitter 
and no packet loss in the underlying 
network, ideal client visual rendering and 
zero server computation times.
Players P1 and P2 want to play a given 
network game together; let us study 
different scenario cases.
Im p ro v in g  th e
re s p o n s iv e n e s s  o f  w o r ld -w id e  
m u lt ip la y e r  g a m e s  is  a 
s ig n if ic a n t te c h n ic a l  
c h a lle n g e  b e c a u s e  la rg e  
d is ta n c e s  b e tw e e n  p la y e r s  
in tr o d u c e  u n a v o id a b le  
p r o p a g a tio n  d e la y s . T h is  
a r tic le  p r o v id e s  so m e  in s ig h t  
a b o u t s u i ta b le  m o d e ls  f o r  
g a m e  s e r v e r  d is tr ib u tio n  a n d  
g a m e  s ta te  sy n c h ro n isa tio n .  
W e p r e s e n t  tw o  te c h n iq u e s ,  
a n d  th e ir  a s s o c ia te d  
s im u la tio n  r e su lts , to  
e n h a n c e  in te r -s e r v e r  g a m e  
s ta te  s y n c h r o n isa tio n  in  
o rd e r  to  im p r o v e  o v e ra ll  
g a m e  p la y a b i l i ty  a n d  
g e o g ra p h ic a l sca la b ility .
T h is  a r tic le  is  a  r e v is e d  
v e rs io n  o f  a p a p e r  o r ig in a lly  
p r e s e n te d  to  th e  A u s tr a lia n  
T e le c o m m u n ic a tio n s  
N e tw o r k s  a n d  A p p lic a tio n s  
C o n fe re n c e  (A T N A C ) h e ld  in  
S y d n e y  in  D e c e m b e r  2004.
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Central Server
In this first case, the game is available 
through a central server as shown in Figure 
1a.
When P1 performs an action, an action order 
is emitted from his terminal toward the 
central server S. S makes a decision about 
this action and then sends an answer back to 
P1 and if necessary a game update to P2 as 
shown in Figure 2. Let us define Response 
Time (RT) as the player's waiting time for the 
server response. This response time is a very 
important factor in terms of gameplay since 
it is the time it takes for the player to see his 
action realised (or not). A high response time 
makes games unplayable while for some 
action even a medium response time can be 
uncomfortable and frustrating. In this
centralised architecture the response time of 
a player (given the above assumptions about 
no processing delay in the server and no 
network jitter or loss) is twice the delay 
between the player and the central server.
Distributed Servers
In this second case, the game runs as a 
distributed application on two servers S1 and 
52. P1 connects naturally to the closest 
server S1 and P2 to S2 as shown in Figure 
1b. We assume S1 to be on the direct path 
between P1 and S and 52 on the direct path 
between P2 and S. Both servers are 
authoritative on the virtual world and 
synchronise their game states exchanging 
their decisions via state synchronisation 
packets (Figure 3). Therefore the delay 
between the players and their server is
P1
Time
Fig. 2  -  Time diagram : Central server
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reduced along with the response time. 
However, game states of servers SI and S2 
can now become inconsistent due to the 
propagation delay of the state 
synchronisation messages. A game state 
inconsistency is a divergence in the value of 
one or more game state parameters 
between two servers due to the propagation 
time of a decision. The game state of the 
inconsistent server shall be corrected once 
the game state synchronisation message 
reaches it.
We define a paradox as a decision made by 
an inconsistent server which is incompatible 
with the decision it would have made if it 
were consistent.
A Paradoxical Scenario
Let us consider a scenario of this distributed 
game involving the two players P1 and P2 
and a simple game object, we call 
'Schrodinger's cat'. The delay between the 
two servers S1 and S2 is 200ms. At time 
t0=0ms, P1 shoots P2's avatar. From time tg 
to tg=200ms, while S1's decision about P2's 
death is still travelling on the network, S2 is 
inconsistent about P2's life state and believes 
that P2 is alive. During this short window at 
time t^=100ms and in response to the action 
by the player P2, S2 decides that P2's avatar 
shoots the cat. Let us see what the game 
states on both servers are: for t >200ms, P2's 
avatar is definitely dead on S1 and S2. 
However, from STs perspective, P2 didn't 
have the time to shoot the cat and from S2's 
perspective P2 killed the cat before dying. 
Schrodinger's cat is dead and alive at the 
same time: this is a paradox.
For the virtual world to make sense 
paradoxes should be avoided as much as 
possible and, if encountered, quickly 
corrected. Strategies to resolve this 
problem include local lag and timewarp 
techniques l2] pl.
Distributed Servers with Timewarp
This improved version of the distributed 
game includes a timewarp algorithm. Servers 
S1 and 52 are now time synchronised and 
time-stamp each decision they make on 
game states. They also save their game state 
at regular intervals called checkpoints. A 
paradox occurs when one of the servers 
makes a 'bad' decision because of a short 
term inconsistency in its game state while it 
is not yet aware of another decision taken 
earlier by another server. The offender server 
detects its error once the time-stamped 
game state synchronisation message reaches 
it. It rolls back to the latest compatible saved 
checkpoint and re-computes the correct 
game state. At the same time, the other 
server receives and ignores the 'wrong' 
synchronisation message from the offender 
server carrying the paradox. In this article, 
this action of going back in time is 
interchangeably referred to as timewarp or 
rollback.
In the Schrodinger's cat scenario, S2 allowed 
P2 to kill the cat while P2 should have been 
dead already. Once S2 receives STs 
synchronisation message, it rolls-back to the 
last checkpoint before the death of P2's 
avatar and does not allow him to shoot 
Schrodinger's cat. Then it sends an anti­
message to P2 to correct its game rendering
Fig. 3  -  Time diagram : D istributed servers (no paradox avoidance)
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(the cat gets resurrected). S1 receives the 
synchronisation from 52 about P2 killing the 
cat, looks at the time-stamp and concludes it 
is a paradox.
The timewarp heals the game state; it 
enables the distributed game to keep 
running and does not affect the response 
time. The down side is that paradoxes still 
appear and can disturb the game play.
Distributed Servers with Local Lag
This second improved distributed game 
avoids paradoxes using the local lag 
technique. As in the usage of timewarp, S1 
and S2 are time synchronised and time­
stamp each of their decisions. But instead of 
changing their game state immediately, they 
wait for the state synchronisation packet to 
reach the other server, as shown in Figure 4, 
to make sure the decision is not going to 
create a paradox. Therefore, the decided 
game state is always 'lagging' a bit. In 
perfect network conditions, this 'local server 
lag' enables servers to always compute 
consistent states by making sure events are 
executed in time and order.
In the Schrodinger's cat scenario, while S2 is 
waiting to apply its decision about P2 
shooting the cat, it receives the state 
synchronisation message from S1 about P2's 
death. Therefore it recalculates the new 
correct game state before sending any 
response to P2; P2's avatar dies and 
Schrodinger's cat stays alive.
The local lag synchronisation assures 
avoidance of all paradoxes as in the central
server architecture given a deterministic 
delay between servers. Because of the 
artificial delay added by the servers for 
correct state synchronisation, the response 
time of players is increased by the amount of 
local lag introduced.
The down side of the local lag technique is 
that the increase in response time partially 
defeats the purpose of distributing the 
game. Note that if the distributed servers are 
on the direct path between the players and 
the central server, the gain in response time 
from the server distribution is superior or 
equal to the required local lag to ensure 
paradox avoidance. Therefore, the 
distributed servers provide better or equal 
response time than a central server even 
when local lag is used.
These examples show how the distribution of 
game servers can reduce the response time 
and therefore improve geographical 
scalability. They illustrate the cost of server 
distribution (need for synchronisation, 
presence of inconsistencies and possibility of 
paradox) and some methods to overcome 
them.
DGS: DISTRIBUTED GAME 
SIMULATOR
In order to measure the impact of several 
parameters on the unfolding of a network 
game we developed a program capable of 
simulating a whole session of a simple online 
distributed game under different conditions.
A 'player' module simulates players'
Fig. 4 -  Time diagram : D istributed servers (with paradox avoidance)
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reactions to their perception of the game 
state and sends them to the 'server' module, 
which processes them. Information exchange 
is artificially delayed to simulate network 
links.
Each of the simulated players is virtually 
connected via a link to one of the simulated 
servers, which are fully mesh-connected to 
each other. Servers send game updates to 
their attached players on a regular basis.
Each game update consists of a list of the 
position all players in the game plus the 
health of the player to which the update is 
directed to. Based on this information and if 
their avatar is not dead, each player can 
perform two different actions: either move or 
try to shoot another alive avatar in vicinity. As 
a response to a player action, its server 
computes the most up-to-date game state 
and returns it to the player. Players' actions 
are also time-stamped and relayed to other 
servers for game state synchronisation. 
Actions can be associated with a local lag 
value which will delay the time when the 
action will become effective.
Players' actions are stored in buffers and can 
be re-evaluated if required. This enables all 
servers to independently reconstruct correct 
game state even when players' actions are
received in different orders. Correctness here 
has the same definition as described in 
Reference PI. When an action is received 
later than the time it has been created, a 
server has to re-evaluate the correctness of 
its game state. This re-evaluation can lead to 
different situations: if the time when the 
action is supposed to have happened is not 
passed (due to a local lag superior to 
propagation delay) then it is certain that the 
current game state is correct toward this 
action. On the other hand, if the action time 
is already passed, the server was inconsistent 
for a little while and may have created a 
paradox (such as Schrodinger's cat life state). 
If it has, the server must heal its game state 
using a Timewarp.
All the forthcoming simulation results were 
computed using the network topology 
represented in Figure 5: four fully meshed 
servers are positioned at the corners of a 
100ms diagonally wide square, supposedly 
as close as possible to the players. Each of 
the players connects to its closer server via a 
30ms link. This particular disposition enables 
the comparison of this topology's response 
time with the one of a single central server 
optimally located at the centre of the square: 
assuming packets travel on the shortest path
Fig. 5 -  Sim ulated topo logy
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through the provided set of links, the delay 
between any player P and the optimal 
central server at the centre of the square will 
be 30+50 = 80ms, and the average response 
time of the optimally located central server 
would be 2*80 = 160ms.
A random seed is used to generate the initial 
position of the 12 avatars in the game. The 
virtual battleground is a square of 100 by 
100 metres. Avatars can move at the speed 
of 10 metres per second. They also need to 
be shot successfully 5 times to die. The 
simulator runs until only one (or none in 
some rare cases) avatar is alive or 200 
seconds, whichever comes first. In our 
experiments, the average length of a 
simulated game session was 120 seconds.
During the simulation run, the number of 
rollbacks is logged along with the number 
and type of actions sent by the players for 
the computation of the average response 
time. Shooting actions are discrete and 
therefore easy to count. Moving actions 
however are continuous and get 'sampled' 
by the servers at the player-server update 
rate. To disconnect the number of actions 
counted from this sampling rate, the 
simulator only counts accelerations: when an 
avatar starts moving, stops moving or 
changes directions.
All values presented in this paper have been 
compiled as the average on 100 simulation 
runs with identical parameters except the 
initial random seed.
TAILORING LOCAL LAG
This paper proposes two measures to 
improve response time and playability. The 
first one is to offer a trade-off between full 
conservative and pure optimistic state 
synchronisation via the tuning of the local lag 
on servers. The second measure proposes to 
unbind the fate of game state parameters by 
tailoring processing considering their 
different requirements.
Tuning the Local Lag: Response Time 
versus Inconsistency
In Distributed Simulation there is no 
consensus on the use of conservative (that is, 
with sufficiently high local lag) or optimistic 
(that is, with no local lag) synchronisation. 
Where some have warned about the usage 
of optimistic techniques 191, others have 
argued that it is possible to run distributed 
simulations without any synchronisation and 
still get useful results [10l
The discussion between conservative and 
optimistic schemes in distributed games 
synchronisation is crucial because both 
response time and inconsistencies affect 
playability. In this section, we discuss this 
important trade-off.
A game's playability depends on both:
(1) maintaining a consistent outcome (no 
paradoxes) and
(2) a good response time.
The concerns about a paradox creation are 
not only about its probability of appearance, 
but also on its impact on the gameplay;
F ig .6 -  Time diagram : variable Local Lag
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some paradoxes may have little or no impact 
on players' comfort.
For example, our two players P1 and P2 are 
both trying to take an object from the 
ground. Let's say P1 actually gets it first but 
due to lack of enough local lag, S2 also 
gives the same object to P2. The object is 
paradoxically in both P1 and P2's inventories 
for 100ms before a timewarp removes it from 
P2's inventory. Does it actually matter? It may 
not -  if looking at the inventory requires, like 
in most games, clicking on an icon in the 
game interface, then P2 may not have 
noticed the paradox at all.
The optimum game playability is a trade-off 
between good response time (provided by a 
low local lag) and a function of paradox's 
impact and probability of appearance (which 
is improved by a high local lag).
Depending on the situation, a game may 
neither require full conservative paradox 
avoidance nor be acceptable using only an 
optimistic state healing. This is why it is
necessary to tune the local lag to achieve 
optimum performances and comfort. Figure 
6 illustrates the possible trade off between 
inconsistency and response time.
Results from a set of simulations under 
increasing local lag are presented in Figure 
7. It shows the variations of the response 
time and the number of required rollbacks 
(forced by the appearance of paradoxes) 
when the local lag increases. For 
comparison, at any time, the distributed 
servers provide a better or equal response 
time than the optimally located central 
server. The response time is equal to twice 
the delay between a player and its server 
plus the local lag; therefore it increases 
linearly with the local lag.
As predicted, a low local lag provides the 
best response time whereas a local lag of 
100ms (the maximum delay between any two 
servers) guarantees a paradox-free game 
with no rollback. Flowever, for this particular 
game in this particular network topology and
f
Moving 
Local Lag
Shooting Local Lag ^
0 ms 20 ms 40 ms 60 ms 80 ms 100 ms
0 ms 9.67 5.3 2.26 1.2 0.62 0
20 ms 8.46 3.82 1.11 0.31 0 0
40 ms 7.3 2.83 0.49 0 0 0
60 ms 6.32 2.51 0.26 0 0 0
80 ms 6.23 2.34 0.29 0 0 0
^100 ms 5.91 2.32 0.33 0 0
° J
Table 1 -  Average num ber o f Rollbacks
Fig 7- Tuning Local Lag: Response Time and Rollbacks
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conditions, a local lag of 60ms also shows no 
rollbacks. In this situation it seems 
reasonable to choose 60ms as a local lag 
value as opposed to 100ms, the maximum 
delay between any two servers. And if the 
consequences of a paradox are not so 
important, the optimum trade off may even 
be found in a smaller value of the local lag.
These simulations show that tuning the local 
lag can improve responsiveness without 
deteriorating the game consistency.
Unbinding Games State Parameters
The game's virtual world is fully described at 
any time by the game state. This game state 
is composed of a list of parameters whose 
values can vary in time. The list of 
parameters can itself change while objects or 
players are added or removed from the 
virtual world. Examples of parameters are: 
players' avatar position, players' state 
(dead/alive), position of in-game object, in­
game time etc.
Literature on distributed applications, such as 
in References [2] and [3], proposed 
architectures where all virtual world state 
parameters are synchronised using the same 
scheme. However, different parameters of 
the virtual world may represent totally 
different in-game concepts which may have 
varying requirements in terms of response 
time and paradox avoidance.
For example: in some multiplayer role 
playing games, an avatar's position error may 
not affect, in most cases, actions of other 
participants in term of decisions made on 
inconsistent servers (due to limited 
acceleration and speed). Yet, players want to 
see their avatar moving quickly once they 
decide to move. On the other hand, a 
paradox on an avatar's life state (dead or 
alive) may have significant effect on the 
game because a Timewarp correction may 
be disturbing.
Binding different state parameters with 
different needs to the same synchronisation
r
Moving 
Local Lag
Shooting Local Lag
0 ms 20 ms 40 ms 60 ms 80 ms 100 ms
0 ms 60 64.18 68.69 73.32 78.17 83.47
20 ms 75.81 80 84.34 88.81 93.34 98.72
40 ms 91.57 95.67 100 104.44 109.12 114.59
60 ms 107.11 110.90 115.24 120 124.86 129.64
80 ms 122.60 126.68 131.07 135.24 140 145.12
y^00 ms 139.00 142.30 146.51 151.11 155.25 160 J
Table 2  -  Average Response Time (in ms)
Fig . 8 -  Rollbacks contours versus Shooting and M oving Local Lag
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scheme may not be effective. We propose to 
tailor the state synchronisation process of 
each action to the specific requirements of 
their associated state parameters by 
assigning them carefully chosen local lag 
values.
Considering our previous game example it 
could be beneficial and acceptable to 
provide good response time to P1 and P2 
avatar's movement, using little to no local 
lag. However, it is important to avoid 
paradox on life states. This can be achieved 
using enough local lag on actions affecting 
life state parameters (in our particular case, 
P2's life state).
Contours in Figures 8 and 9 have been 
projected from a two dimensional bilinear 
interpolation of Table 1 and Table 2 
respectively. On both figures, each line 
represents locations where the plotted 
parameter remains constant. For example, in 
Figure 9 the line labelled '100' follows the 
location where the response time is equal to 
100ms. These contours illustrate the 
rollbacks and response time's 3D surfaces.
For the conditions of these simulations, local 
lag applied on moving actions slightly 
reduces the number of rollbacks but 
significantly increases the response time. On 
the other hand, local lag on shooting actions 
provides better rollback reduction with a 
small influence on the average response 
time. Therefore, the best local lag 
configuration would be: high local lag
applied to shooting and small to no local lag 
on moving actions.
These asymmetric results come from the 
intrinsic rules of the simulated game: avatars 
move more than they shoot. Therefore, 
moving actions are far more numerous than 
shooting actions and local lag on moving 
action affect the average response time more 
than local lag on shooting actions.
Under the rules of this particular game and 
on a state parameters point of view, a 
paradox relative to the position of an avatar 
cannot happen. Since players can only 
modify their own avatar's position, and 
nothing else can affect it, two different 
servers will never take a paradoxical decision 
towards any avatar's position. Therefore the 
sole source of paradoxes is the avatar's life 
state, and only shooting actions can affect it. 
Consequently a conservative synchronisation 
on shooting actions assures a paradox-free 
game.
CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates, through examples 
and simulation results, proof of the concept 
of distributing game servers to improve 
response time. It also presents some insight 
about advantages and issues of networked 
games distribution. We have proposed two 
incremental improvements over current 
distribution architectures and state 
synchronisation schemes: local lag tuning 
and tailoring of game state parameter 
processing. These techniques can be used to
Telecom m unications Journal of Australia VOLUME 55 No 1 AUTUMN 2005
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improve game playability and geographical 
scalability of on-line games.
In the future we intend to extend this 
research with simulations in realistic network 
conditions (including jitter and packet loss) 
and prediction models for local lag.
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